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1.1 Introduction 
 
UTIX is an online, decentralised event hosting and e-ticketing platform that utilises smart 
contracts to reduce market inefficiencies and provide event organisers (EO) with variables they 
conventionally would not be able to control. Users and event organisers can buy or sell tickets 
through cryptographic signatures stored on a blockchain that cannot be altered or destroyed, 
removing the requirement of centralized servers, over-reliance on costly third parties and other 
negative externalities that arise through an unregulated free market mechanism. 
 
UTIX, through our own protocol, can lend tokens to an event organiser to be distributed to a 
user when a ticket to their event is purchased. Through our user-friendly interface, an event 
organiser/user will have all the functionality of a blockchain, without the added complexities 
typically involved. By utilising smart contracts, we can reduce complication, cost, and minimize 
the threat of fraud. 
 
 
 
1.2 Industry Overview 
 
The ticketing industry has various layers, the first of which is the Primary Market, the exchange 
that facilitates transfers directly between event organisers (or artists) and the consumer. Tickets 
within the primary market have parameters closely controlled, event organisers can set price or 
‘face value’, volume/quantity available at specific dates and the outlets for distribution (online 
platforms, such as Ticketmaster, etc). Generally, this marketplace is relatively efficient. It is, 
however, predominantly a monopoly. Monopolistic, not that one firm typically controls the 
majority of the market; however, usually an event organiser will place tickets on sale with one 
specific platform (Ticketmaster for example), they then have a monopoly over that specific 
event (A-list concert) and can set their ‘transaction fee’ prices as they see fit, with little regard to 
market competition. This is not always the case, it is though, an issue and one that should be 
noted. 
 
The second layer is the Secondary Market, an unregulated, uncontrolled market whereby the 
tickets purchased on the primary market are re-sold on other platforms, through social media 
and word of mouth. It is here that most of the inefficiencies, failures and fraud occurs. Demand 
is treated as ‘inelastic’, regardless of price, ultimately the tickets will sell out, meaning secondary 
suppliers are able to sharply increase price as well as the cost of purchasing the ticket (or the 
transaction fee). Tickets typically are purchased in bulk on the primary market, then sold often 
for extortionate prices. Event organisers in the primary market have very limited control over 
this market, as well as no monetary gain from its existence. Secondary sites include Getmein, 
Seatwave, Stubhub and Viagogo; one example showed Viagogo charging 34.09% of the ticket 
cost to facilitate the transaction for an Ed Sheeran event on the 7th April 20171. Occasionally fake 
tickets also appear on  
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sites, Action Fraud in the UK noted that between May and October 2017, consumers lost £1.66 

million in fraudulent tickets2. This is clearly a market failure, in need of correction. 
 
 
1.3 Current problems 
 
Is the e-ticketing industry categorically working in the most efficient and effective manner, 
or, is there true demand for a product such as UTIX to protect consumers and allow event 
organisers to re-gain control of their brand? Jason Robert stated “…event organisers 
establish costly subsidies and artificial deals to maximize revenue and minimize risk, 
ultimately hurting the entire event financing process”3 clearly there are inefficiencies that 
require intervention. 
 
 
 

• Bots currently restrict primary market distribution – algorithmic scripts are utilized to 
purchase all available tickets at any one time for an event, forcing them immediately 
onto the secondary market. Attempts have been made to curb this practice (BOTS Act 
of 2016, introduced by the US), however, this is unlikely to establish any significant 
change in the industry.  

• Artists are attempting to take these issues into their own hands – In 2017, Taylor Swift 
introduced a system whereby verified fans would be the first consumers that would be 
able to purchase tickets. Similarly, Bruce Springsteen introduced a similar system with 
Ticketmaster to ensure that true fans were the only individuals able to purchase tickets. 
This is an abstract concept, and an extremely costly one, a ‘solution’ that shouldn’t be 
required. Artists should not be the parties responsible for regulating the e-ticketing 
market.  

• Ticket prices become unaffordable - the secondary (and at times, the primary 
market) can charge exceptionally high transactional costs, when, it can be extremely 
cost efficient to facilitate these forms of transactions. Consumers are also charged 
extortionate mark-ups on the initial face value of a ticket in the secondary market, 
the average mark-up is 49%, though the margins sometimes have exceeded 1000%4.  

• Fraud is extremely difficult to control in the secondary market - Tickets can appear on 
several mediums in the secondary market; conventional portals such as Stubhub or 
Viagogo; they can also appear on platforms much more difficult to control, such as 
social media. When a ticket is sold on a secondary market platform, the resellers 
typically fail to remove that same ticket from other platforms it has been listed. This 
results in a single ticket potentially being sold to numerous parties.  
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"Bots are one piece of the puzzle, but a lot of the industry 
operates in nakedly improper ways" 

 
 
 
 
 
1.4 Existing Solutions 
 
There are some solutions that already exist to reduce this level of market failure and attempt to 
control the secondary market. The US introduced an Act to try and prevent algorithms control 
the market supply/price of tickets, the BOTS Act in 2016. The UK introduced the Digital Economy 
Act in 2017, making it a criminal offence to use automated technology to purchase large 
amounts of tickets to then be sold at a premium. Although legislation should in theory, help 
reduce the inefficiencies, it is almost impossible to control points of distribution (individuals 
outside stadiums, social media, word of mouth, etc.). 
 
 
As mentioned previously, artists have also taken matters into their own hands, attempting to 
somehow verify legitimate fans and allow only these individuals to purchase tickets. However, 
in practice it appears quite difficult to conclude whether an individual is truly someone who 
does or does not like an artist’s music. This can be quite an exclusionary procedure, and a 
costly one that still does not correct all issues addressed above. 
 
One method that appears to have at least addressed re-sale prices and the problem of 
algorithms purchasing in bulk, is the practice adopted by football teams, ticket re-sales are 
strictly forbidden. Although partially correcting market failure, this can create issues 
previously not present. A legitimate ticket holder that can no longer attend the event, is 
unable to redeem any of his investment into a ticket, and therefore can create an 
unnecessary consumer deficit. 
 
 
 
1.5 UTIX Solution 
 
The UTIX solution is to enable users and event organisers to seamlessly use smart contracts on 
the Ethereum network to control each of the variables that ultimately lead to market 
inefficiency. The UTIX protocol eliminates any possibility of counterfeit tickets being sold, 
ensures that secondary pricing can be controlled and allows the event organiser to enjoy all the 
benefits of using a blockchain system, without the complexities involved. 
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2.0 UTIX Protocol 
 
The UTIX Protocol is significantly different to alternative blockchain based event systems 
currently available on the market. The blockchain itself will be built on Ethereum, a system that 
allows for practical and effective uses of smart contracts. The smart contracts will facilitate 
transfers between the UTIX Reserve Fund (RF), the event organiser, users, and secondary ticket 
purchasers. 
 
Traditionally, in other blockchain ticketing models, event organisers or individuals that decide 
to host events through the software available, must purchase the tokens of the software 
provider they plan to use. The purpose of this is to allow these tokens to be used as markers on 
the blockchain upon the sale of a ticket, to show organisers who has purchased a ticket, and 
where that ticket ultimately ends up. This is an immediate disincentive for many event 
organisers, typically hosting an event is expensive. Advertising, paying an artist, renting a venue 
etc, all adds up. By forcing event organisers to pay to host an event, you are likely to drive away 
most of your traffic to sites that are completely free for that party. The UTIX protocol ensures it 
always remains free for event organisers to use. 
 
 
 
2.1 Platform 
 
Upon signing up to the UTIX platform, a UTIX token wallet is automatically generated and 
assigned to each user. Users will be required to verify their phone number, email address and 
we will potentially require ID, allowing for further user verification at event entry points. Users 
have the choice of signing up as an EO, or a user. The purpose of this wallet generation is to 
allow UTIX tokens to flow through the protocol and allow event organisers to control all aspects 
of their event, to benefit entirely from the blockchain. 
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2.2 Reserve Fund 
 
The UTIX protocol can facilitate this cost-free mechanism by introducing the Reserve Fund. 
The reserve fund is a wallet controlled by UTIX that holds a number of tokens that are 
distributed and redeemed following an event, ensuring stability in the number of tokens in 
that specific wallet. This is completed using smart contracts. When an EO decides to host an 
event, a smart contract is established that allows that specific EO to only distribute tokens lent 
to them by the reserve fund, to users that decide to purchase tickets. Upon completion of the 
event, these tokens move from the user’s wallet, back into the reserve fund to ensure a 
constant level of tokens held. 
 
 
 
2.3 Event Creation 
 
When an event organizer creates their account on the UTIX platform their identity, email and 
telephone numbers will be verified; following this, a secure UTIX crypto-wallet is created for 
them in the background. 
 
Ticket Creation: 
 
Following registration, when an event organiser creates an event, they have the option to 
create tickets containing several different variables, including (but not limited to): 
 

• Name (name of that specific ticket type)  
• Number of tickets for distribution  
• Price (of each type of ticket individually)  
• Distribution release date (and time)  
• Distribution end date (and time)  
• Refundable  
• Re-distributable (can they be sold on the secondary market?)  
• Maximum/minimum re-sale price (if desired) 

 
 
After having successfully created an event, a number of UTIX tokens are transferred to their 
wallets, the amount corresponding to the number of tickets they have created. Event organisers 
will have a full breakdown of their events analytics, including how many/which type of tickets 
have been sold, how many are remaining, even down to gender analytics. 
 
Each time an event is created, the UTIX smart-contract is called and will transfer UTIX tokens 
to the organisers wallet. When a user purchases a ticket, the contract is then called to transfer 
tokens, in the amount that the user has purchased tickets, to the user’s wallet (set up on 
registration). 
 
Once an event has ended all tokens from the clients’ wallets and all unused tickets from the 
organizer’s wallet will be transferred back to the reserve fund. All without the users of the 
protocol having to interact or realise they are using an integrated blockchain system, but still 
providing a transparent, trackable, and controlled e-ticketing system. 
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2.4 Secondary Market Control 
 
One of the primary benefits of adopting the Ethereum blockchain is that by utilising smart-
contracts, we can ensure that certain facets of the e-ticketing infrastructure that previously 
had created issues, are now controllable. One of these problems was the secondary market. 
 
Event organisers will now be able to set a maximum re-sale value, whereby users are only 
able to sell their tickets through the platform itself and only at a price the event organiser 
dictates. We must stress, this is a choice the organiser controls, if they’d prefer that tickets 
can freely be sold at whatever price is demanded, they have this option. 
 
To facilitate these additional variables, our aim is to use smart-contracts that allow the 
ticket/token to only be re-distributed at a price set by the organiser when creating their 
event. Tickets are only transferrable through the application and/or website. We recognise 
that any system is not entirely infallible; there will likely be individuals that try and create 
loopholes to facilitate the extortion of fans, however we aim to make that as difficult as 
physically possible. We will do so via our event entry methods. 
 
 
 
2.5 Secondary Market Distribution Methods 
 
The event organiser has the option to control certain variables of the re-distribution of tickets. 
Event organisers can choose between allowing or restricting the free movement of tickets 
between users, or if they’d prefer, tickets that users no longer need or want can (only, if 
desired) be re-listed on the platform for any user to purchase. 
 
 
 

• Ticket Exchange – To allow a user to transfer a ticket to another user, both should have 
registered and verified their accounts on the UTIX platform, ensuring both have UTIX 
addresses. Exchanging tickets through the platform eliminates counterfeit risk and is 
simple as the token is simply sent to the third parties address. Our smart-contract at 
this point is called upon, and the ticket is transferred only as the payment is made. 
Ensuring both parties follow through with their end of the agreement. 

 
 
 
 

• Ticket Re-listing – Similarly to the Ticket Exchange, the smart-contract is called upon to 
ensure that each party receives the consideration at stake. If a user decides they wish to 
sell their ticket, they can simply log onto the platform and click to have it re-listed. If the 
EO has provided the option that a premium can be paid, the user can include the higher 
price, should they wish. A transactional fee will still be required and will be covered by 
the secondary market buyer. Our aim is to make this process as simple, cost-efficient, 
and effective for each party. 
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2.6 Event Entry Methods 
 
Our event entry methods are designed to minimise secondary market extortion and the 
threat of fraud. Although our aim is to develop each and every method listed below, we will 
strive to find the most effective and efficient of the choices available and develop it further 
alongside leading event organisers. 
 

• QR Code 2FA – QR code two-factor authentication is not something that has been used 
at events. Iterations have been designed in the past, however nothing has succeeded 
entirely. The UTIX app will have a tab highlighting the tickets each user has available. 
Upon entry to the event, and QR code ticket will become available. This code only allows 
access to the second QR code that will facilitate entry, the first is simply a verification 
procedure to show that the individual on the app is the true owner of the ticket. This 
can stop the practice of users taking a screenshot of their QR coded ticket, sending it to 
the secondary buyer and then charging an extortionate fee for the ticket. Our 
development versions of IOS/Android scanners have been extremely fast, and we feel 
strongly that the need to scan two QR codes will not add any substantial time to the 
event entry process. Statistics show that 95% of Americans own a mobile telephone of 
some kind, and that 77% of Americans own smart phones. We therefore feel as though 
the application itself will be a primary means of access. 

 
 
 

• Timed Entry System – A second method we have tested and will offer as an option to 
event organisers is the choice to have the QR code withheld until a certain amount of 
time before the event itself. The purpose of this is to deter ticket touts from waiting 
outside events, printing QR codes and selling the tickets in an unregulated manner for 
prices that far exceed the original face value. Combined with QR code 2FA, we feel this 
could be extremely powerful in minimising the risks associated with the secondary 
market to consumer. However, this remains a choice for event organisers, should they 
wish to allow secondary pricing and the free market mechanism to operate entirely, 
they have that option. The event organiser will have the choice to only allow the QR 
code to be viewed 20/30/45/60 minutes before the event itself, giving the secondary 
market only a very small window in which to operate. Although it still provides a very 
small window for touts to operate, it largely acts as a deterrent. Touts could ultimately 
end up losing money on tickets they have purchased but are unable to sell. 

 
 
 

• Paper Entry – It is still very much the case that individuals will want to use printed 
tickets. It is rare, but an option we must evaluate nonetheless. In this case, the user will 
still have to have an account on the UTIX platform, with their ID, email and telephone 
number verified. Before the event, the user must have selected to receive a paper 
ticket, and one will be emailed 24 hours before the event commences. Upon entry, the 
QR code will be scanned and an ID verification will take place. This will either consist of: 
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- A manual verification by the event validator, using their own judgement as a 

photo of the user will appear on the scanning application. It is down to their 
discretion as to whether this user is legitimate or could in fact be using a 
duplicate fraudulent ticket. 

 
 
 

- Automated system using the camera on the device using the event entry software. 
Upon scanning the paper ticket, the application will recognise it is not a smart-ticket 
and open the camera with a box to align the users face. If authentication fails, the 
validator has the choice to revert to a manual verification. 

 

 
2.7 Protocol Fee Structure 
 
 
 

Description Variable  Cost (estimate) 
        
 Wallet Creation Cost  Y  -   

Merchant Transactional A 2.4%   
Cost      

     
 Ticket Creation Cost  X  $0.03   

Protocol Cost I $0.5   
     
 Current UTIX Price  P  -   

Interest charged for R 3%   
Lending to EO      

      
 Cost of Token Movement  F  

$0.05 – 0.15 
  

 
(RF – EO – USER) 

     
       

Number of Tickets N -   
Purchased      

 Ticket Cost  C  -            
 
 
 
 

Transactional Fee Calculation for a Primary Ticket Purchaser 
∑[ + +  + + ([1 +   ] .   ) − + (   . [1 +   ] −   )] . 

 
 
 
 
This is the theoretical fee structure for a primary ticket purchaser. It is subject to change; 
however, our intention and aim is to keep this fee as low as physically possible. Competitors 
generally use a percentage of the ticket price to dictate the transactional cost; considering 
the cost of such a transaction is relatively low (especially when 
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considering economies of scale), this seems an expensive and inefficient way to calculate cost. 
 
There will be additional costs to a secondary market purchaser. Primarily the cost of 
transferring the token from primary to secondary, with the additional ancillary cost of 
creating a wallet and the movement of the token through the UTIX eco-system. We will 
endeavour to keep these costs as low as possible whilst still providing value to our 
stakeholders. 
 
It is also important to note our applications (IOS/Android, at present) will always be free.  
Scanning of tickets will also be cost-free for event organisers. 
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3.0 UTIX Token 
 
The UTIX token is essential for the UTIX protocol to function, allowing the flow of tokens 
through our eco-system from EO, to user, almost entirely cost free. To allow event organisers 
to utilise the benefits of blockchain technology, they require a token that can be tracked for 
several reasons, including the necessity to reduce fraud. 
 
Some primary cases for the token are: 
 

1) Event hosting:  
To reduce the cost to EO’s, and ensure for them, UTIX remains completely free, we 
must have the ability to lend these tokens to EO’s for distribution, allowing them to 
control secondary pricing, track legitimate tickets and combat against increasingly 
sophisticated algorithmic software. The token allows for legitimacy, ensuring users 
do not lose money purchasing fraudulent tickets. 

 
2) Secondary Market Control:  

Tickets sold on the secondary market through the UTIX protocol are closely controlled 
by the event organiser using the token. A smart contract is generated when the user 
first purchases the ticket, indicating the maximum value in % terms that it can be re-
sold, set by the event organiser when setting up the event itself. The cost of executing 
each smart contract is always made the onus of the user making the purchase. 
Purchases can be made in Ethereum, Bitcoin or several FIAT  
currencies, using 3rd party merchant providers, and the cost of executing these 
contracts to sustain and maintain control will be included in the transactional fee added 
to the purchase of a ticket. Buyers and sellers will be matched, as they both highlight 
their demand to sell and/or purchase a ticket. This nullifies the requirement for one 
party to pay capital up front for a transaction that may ultimately not be executed, as 
with other blockchain ticket providers. 

 
 
 

3) Loyalty Reward System  
Although initially, after the end of an event coins held by users to show the legitimacy 
of their ticket are returned to the reserve fund for re-distribution, later phases of the 
UTIX protocol allow for the tokens they hold to be stored on their own account, and 
re-used for discounts, and even to purchase tickets. Our aim is to maintain users, to 
establish a strong base of loyal event organisers and users, who can build up their 
tokens as they purchase tickets for more events and use these tokens for future 
discounts and other offers 
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4) Rewarding early adopters/backers  

The UTIX token provides the opportunity to not only fulfil the funding requirements of 
a project of this scale but allows for the early adopters to benefit as the platform 
grows in users and events. Our aim is to develop the token to become an all-
encompassing event eco-system, enabling users to benefit from discounts, to 
purchase merchandise etc at events. 

 
 
 
3.1 ICO Details 
 
Details of the ICO – The goal of the ICO is to exchange UTIX for Ether (ETH) for an equivalent in 
$1,500,000 at minimum and $18,000,000 at maximum. The exchange of UTIX for ETH will be 
facilitated using smart contracts. The UTIX ICO smart-contracts have been audited by 
CinderCloud. Info on this audit can be found at www.UTIX.io. 
 
Crowdsale Contract Details 
 

• Total Token Supply: 250 million UTIX tokens. 

 
• Minimum financing: $1.5 million. 

 
• Maximum financing: $18 million. 

 
• Pre-Sale Coins available: 25 million 

 
• General Sale: 155 million 

 
• Pre-ICO Start Date: 1st October 2018 

 
• ICO End Date: 30st July 2019 

 
• Token Price: $0.1 = Price in Ethereum is dependent on current market price and will 

fluctuate due to the use of an Oracle. 
 

• Tokens will be non-transferable until the ICO ends. 
 

• During the Pre-ICO, 25,000,000 tokens will be available at a 40% discount. 
 

• Stage 1 will consist of 55,000,000 available at a 20% discount. 
 

• Stage 2 will consist of 40,000,000 available at a 10% discount. 
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• Stage 3 will consist of 20,000,000 available at a 5% discount. 

 
• The final stage will occur without a discount, all remaining coins unsold will be burnt. 

 
 
 

TOKEN ALLOCATION 
Pre-ICO Advisors 

Strategic Partners 10% 1% 
 

1% 
 
 

Reserve Fund  
17% 

 
 
 
 
 

Founder
s 

General 
Sale 

62% 
7%  

Developers  
2%  

 
 
 
 
 
 
The UTIX token is coded to ensure they cannot be transferred or moved to another address 
until the ICO has ended. This allows for the UTIX team to determine whether the ICO was 
conducted in a fair and orderly way. There will be only one UTIX ICO. The tokens issued during 
this ICO will be the only UTIX tokens ever to be issued by the protocol. All tokens issued to the 
founders will be vested over 24 months, with 25% released every 6 months. 
 
 
3.2 Strategic Partner Token Allocation 
 
A number of tokens designated for the public crowdsale have been allocated to strategic 
partners of UTIX. These partners share long term goals and incentives with UTIX and a vesting 
period will be in place whereby they will only have access to these tokens if certain conditions 
are met (x amount of events listed through the site, for example). 
 
The wallet address containing the ETH raised in exchange for UTIX tokens during the 
public and pre-sale will be made public. For security of all funds and to maintain investor 
confidence, we will be using Gnosis Multisig wallets only. 
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3.3 Budget Allocation 
 
The amount of time it will take to fully develop a scalable and functional version of the UTIX 
protocol laid out within this white paper is dependent entirely on the volume of ETH 
exchanged for UTIX tokens during the ICO. Our expectation is should we reach the minimum 
funding, the first version of the protocol will be available for wide scale commercial use by the 
end of 2018, considering the foundation of the blockchain protocol and e-ticketing software 
have already been developed. However, should the ICO be funded completely, our expectation 
is to have the protocol available much faster. 
 
UTIX Protocol and Platform Development: 
 
60% of the budget will be directed immediately to the research, development, and growth of 
the UTIX platform. Our development team would grow incrementally according to the needs of 
the project. 
 
Sales and Marketing: 
 
22% of the budget will be allocated for the hiring of promotional and sales staff to ensure that 
when our platform is ready, we have a strong base of event organisers ready to drive sales and 
utility immediately. 
 
Operations: 
 
7% of the budget will be allocated towards operational costs (admin, security, overheads, 

hosting etc.). 
 
Legal, Accountancy and Insurance: 
 
8% of the budget is allocated towards retaining legal and accounting representation. It will 

also cover insurance expenses for the protocol. 
 
Contingency: 
 
3% will be set aside for unforeseen costs/force majeure. 

 
 

BUDGET ALLOCATION 
Contingency 

Legal 3% 
8%   

Operations  
7% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sales and  
Marketing  

22% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Developme

nt  
60% 
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3.4 Management Team 
 
Max Mayhew | Founder 
 
Max earned his Bachelor of Science in Industrial Economics from the University of Nottingham, 
then continuing his education at the Chartered Institute of Securities and Investment to 
become an RDR compliant advisor. Max was the head of trading for the Ceres Fund, a 
quantitative fund in Europe. However, his main passion has always been ticketing. In 2013, he 
founded the online e-ticketing platform ClubCo. The experience and knowledge gained from 
ClubCo will lead the UTIX team in building a platform that artists, users, and event organisers 
can feel confident and proud to use. 
 
Dylan Haupert | Founder 
 
Dylan is one of the three UTIX original founders. Having studied Economics and Computer 
Science at Florida Atlantic University, Dylan has a vast array of experience in both computer 
engineering and marketing; having head-up the marketing team at Mako Marketing for two 
years. Recently, Dylan focused on the blockchain architecture, mining engineering and its 
deployment in products around the world. Dylan was also one of the founders of the e-
ticketing website ClubCo in 2013, he has an extremely thorough understanding of the online 
ticketing landscape. 
 
Mihkel Tali | Head of Back-End Development 
 
Mihkel is an extremely passionate developer that does not stop until he has a full 
understanding and grasp of the task or undertaking ahead. Mihkel studied Economics at the 
University of Tartu, whilst also attending the Estonian IT college to major in software 
development. Mihkel has worked for various hedge funds developing equity and currency 
statistical arbitrage algorithms, and is also the co-founder of Driftband, a company that 
produces variable types of wearable technology. Driftband won an acclaimed product 
development award in Estonia, issued by Teamlab. 
 
Kris Pakala | Head of Front-End Development 
 
Kris is a full stack developer, with a breadth of knowledge. He studied computer science and 
engineering at the Sri Venkateswara University and completed his master’s in Computer Science 
and Automation and the prestigious Indian Institute of Science. Kris has worked as a software 
architect for hedge funds around the world, using TCP/IP technologies and socket 
programming and is extremely proficient in C++. Python, Java, Microsoft SQL, AJAZ and much 
more. We are very fortunate to have him as part of our team. 
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Jerome Robinson | Community Specialist Manager 
 
Jerome completed a bachelor’s in network engineering at University, enabling a thorough 
understanding of the product UTIX is building. Jerome also holds a degree in Psychology from 
Lewis University and provides an invaluable service to our users. Jerome is passionate about the 
client experience and plays one of the most important roles within the UTIX team, Jerome is the 
direct liaison between our clients/users and the UTIX eco-system. Towering at 6 foot,7; Jerome 
is our rock, a very well-read individual. 
 
 
 
For more information about all of our staff, please visit UTIX,IO. 
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1 Overview 
 

 
 

1.1 Company Details 
 

 
UTIX is a British Virgin Islands registered company, headquarted in London, United Kingdom.  
 
• BVI company number: 1985370 

 
• Registered address: Intershore Chambers, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands.  
 
• The team is composed of 15 members • 3 Founders • 3 Developers • 2 Advisors • 2 PR 

Personnel and 5 Strategic Partners. 
 

• UTIX is a decentralized E-ticketing software company that utilizes smart contracts to provide a      
more secure, transparent, and controllable event environment.  

 
• The UTIX solution is to enable users and event organizers to seamlessly use smart contracts 

on the Ethereum Network to control each of the variables that ultimately lead to market 
inefficiency.  

 
• The company built a protocol forked from the Ethereum ERC20 & ERC721 network. 
 
 

1.2 Business Description 
 

 
• UTIX is an online, decentralised event hosting and e-ticketing platform that utilises smart 

contracts to reduce market inefficiencies and provide event organisers with variables they 
conventionally would not be able to control.  
 

• Users and event organisers can buy or sell tickets through cryptographic signatures stored on 
a blockchain that cannot be altered or destroyed, removing the requirement of centralized 
servers, over-reliance on costly third parties and other negative externalities that arise 
through an unregulated free market mechanism. 

 
• The UTIX Protocol is significantly different to alternative blockchain based event systems 

currently available on the market, it is the only system that is free for the event organizer.  
 

• The blockchain itself has been built on the Ethereum (ERC20) protocol. A system that allows for 
practical and effective uses of smart contracts. 
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• The smart contracts will facilitate transfers between the UTIX Reserve Fund (RF), the Event 

Organizer, Users, and secondary ticket purchasers. 
 

• Through our user-friendly interface, an event organiser/user will have all the functionality of a 
blockchain, without the added complexities typically involved.  

 

 
• Although early strategies are aimed toward events and their organizers, the UTIX protocol can 

be used for adoption by any business that requires or uses a ticketing system (airlines etc. for 
example). 
 

• UTIX allow event organizers to sell tickets at a lower cost, saving their users/clients’ money, 
whilst we can also incentivise event organizers, allowing them to simultaneously increase 
revenue 

 
 

1.3 Addressable Market 
 

 
 
• Revenue in the "Event Tickets" segment amounts to US $35,891m in 2018.  
 
• Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2018-2022) of 10.4% resulting in 

a market volume of US $53,247m in 2022. 
 
• The market's largest segment is the segment "Music Events" with a market volume of US 

$13,038m in 2018. 
 
 

1.4 Issues Present Within the Market 
 

 
 

 

• Bots currently restrict primary market distribution 

o Algorithmic scripts are utilized to purchase all available tickets at any one time for an 
event, forcing them immediately onto the secondary market. Attempts have been 
made to curb this practice (BOTS Act of 2016, introduced by the US), however, this is 
unlikely to establish any significant change in the industry. 

 
• Artists are attempting to take these issues into their own hands 

o In 2017, Taylor Swift introduced a system whereby verified fans would be the 
first consumers that would be able to purchase tickets. Similarly, Bruce 
Springsteen introduced a similar system with Ticketmaster to ensure that true 
fans were the only individuals able to purchase tickets. This is an abstract 
concept, and an extremely costly one, a ‘solution’ that shouldn’t be required. 
Artists should not be the parties responsible for regulating the e-ticketing 
market. 
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• Ticket prices become unaffordable 

o The secondary (and at times, the primary market) can charge exceptionally high 
transactional costs, when, it can be extremely cost efficient to facilitate these 
forms of transactions. Consumers are also charged extortionate mark-ups on 
the initial face value of a ticket in the secondary market, the average mark-up is 
49%, though the margins sometimes have exceeded 1000%. 

 
 

• Fraud is extremely difficult to control in the secondary market 
o Tickets can appear on several mediums in the secondary market; conventional 

portals such as Stubhub or Viagogo; they can also appear on platforms much 
more difficult to control, such as social media. When a ticket is sold on a 
secondary market platform, the resellers typically fail to remove that same ticket 
from other platforms it has been listed. This results in a single ticket potentially 
being sold to numerous parties. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Competition 
 

 
 

The ticketing industry has various layers, the first of which is the Primary Market, the exchange 
that facilitates transfers directly between event organisers (or artists) and the consumer. 
Generally, this marketplace is relatively efficient. It is, however, predominantly a monopoly. 
Monopolistic, not that one firm typically controls the majority of the market; however, usually 
an event organiser will place tickets on sale with one specific platform (Ticketmaster for 
example), they then have a monopoly over that specific event (A-list concert) and can set their 
‘transaction fee’ prices as they see fit, with little regard to market competition. 
 
The second layer is the Secondary Market, an unregulated, uncontrolled market whereby the 
tickets purchased on the primary market are resold on other platforms, through social media 
and word of mouth. It is here that most of the inefficiencies, failures and fraud occurs. Demand 
is treated as ‘inelastic’, regardless of price, ultimately the tickets will sell out, meaning secondary 
suppliers are able to sharply increase price as well as the cost of purchasing the ticket (or the 
transaction fee). 
 
Event organisers in the primary market have very limited control over this market, as well as no 
monetary gain from its existence. Secondary sites include Getmein, Seatwave, Stubhub and 
Viagogo; one example showed Viagogocharging 34.09% of the ticket cost to facilitate the 
transaction for an Ed Sheeran event on the 7th April 2017. Occasionally fake tickets also appear 
on sites, Action Fraud in the UK noted that between May and October 2017, consumers lost 
£1.66 million in fraudulent tickets. This is clearly a market failure, in need of correction. 
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1.6 Summary 
 

 

 

 

• The industry is fraught with issues, from top to bottom. The market has attempted to rectify 
these issues, with legislation and technology, nonetheless they still exist and the blockchain 
architecture can be the defining factor in eliminating these issues, provided it is developed 
correctly. 

 
• UTIX have an experienced, talented and dedicated team, willing to do all that is required to 

build a successful, scalable and sustainable e-ticketing platform. 
 
• Our model is definitively a first within the blockchain e-ticketing industry. We do not require 

organizers to pay up front to buy our tokens to host an event. This is a large disincentive 
and from the beginning our goal was to create a system that would be seamless for all 
parties. 

 
• The UTIX solution is to enable users and event organisers to seamlessly use smart contracts 

on the Ethereum network to control each of the variables that ultimately lead to market 
inefficiency. The UTIX protocol eliminates any possibility of counterfeit tickets being sold, 
ensures that secondary pricing can be controlled and allows the event organiser to enjoy all 
the benefits of using a blockchain system, without the complexities involved.  
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2 Introduction 
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2.1 Purpose 
 

This document details the functional and non-functional requirements for the UTIX Event Ticketing 
System (ETS). 

This document is targeted for ETS owners, users (ticket buyers, ticket verifiers etc), analysts, developers 
and support. 

Some familiarity with general event ticketing processes, the UTIX white paper and the Ethereum 
Blockchain shall be assumed. 

 

2.2 Conventions 
 

The key words "must", "must not", "required", "shall", "shall not", "should", "should not", 
"recommended", "may", and "optional" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 
[1]. 

Supplementary notes for information only are in italics 

e.g. This is necessary for… 

Preliminary values and requirements are appended with 'preliminary' in parenthesis 

e.g. 2secs (preliminary). 

Events and associated actions are preceded by the keywords 'on' and 'the system shall' 

e.g. on 'save', the system shall update the selected entity. 

Only the Ethereum blockchain and related services & infrastructure shall be used. 

Other blockchains and their associated currencies shall not be supported. 

There are two ETS account types: Ethereum and ETS application via ETS database. These will be 
referred to as Eth account and ETS account. 

 

2.3 Abbreviations 
 

API Application Program Interface 

CRUD create, read, update, delete i.e. basic entity operations 

EO event organiser - role 

ETS event ticketing system 

GUI graphical user interface 
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ICO initial coin offering 

KYC know your customer 

N/A not applicable 

RDBMS relational database management system 

R/O read-only 

R/W read-write 

SA System Administrator – role 

SOP standard operating procedures 

TB ticket buyer – role 

TV ticket verifier - role 

TBD to be determined 

UTX UTIX token conforming to the ERC20 specification in the current ICO smart contract. 

URF UTIX Reserve Fund 
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3 Overview 
 

 
 

3.1 Objectives 
 

Based on the UTIX white paper, a new system, ETS, shall be designed and implemented that must: 

» enable the creation of events with associated ticket classes and tickets 
» allow ticket buyers to purchase event tickets 
» track individual ticket sales on both the primary and secondary market 
» allow event organisers to withdraw their earnings from ticket sales 
» use blockchain facilities and infrastructure for transparency 
» be implemented on a sustainable development platform and framework 
» support the required data analysis and reporting 
» be intuitive and easy to use by users i.e. ticket buyers etc 

 

3.2 Concepts 
 

3.2.1 Functional Overview 
 

An Event Organiser (EO), an approved user, may create an event with a number of ticket classes and 
tickets. Each event must have a name, date & location. Typically, a ticket class will cover a block of 
tickets with the same view-point and/or distance from stage etc. There are a number of options that 
the EO can specify for a ticket class e.g. initial price, resale price range etc. 

There is no fee for EOs to use the ETS for event and ticket creation. 

A Ticket Buyer (TB) may purchase tickets for any upcoming event. 

A TB may resell tickets for the predetermined resale price range of that ticket class. 

There is a fee for each ticket purchase, paid for by the TB, that is collected by the ETS. 

At the event entry gate, each ticket shall be verified by Ticket Verifiers (TV) to allow valid ticket holders 
into the event while detecting fake, duplicate/redeemed tickets. 

Whenever any tickets have been sold, the EO has the option to withdraw funds as accrued from ticket 
sales. 

System Administrators (SA), a super user, shall approve EOs, validate documents submitted as part of 
the KYC requirements, approve EO ticket funds withdraws and perform management and exception 
processing. 

 
3.2.2 Data Storage 

 

There shall be two data storage subsystems: 
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» Ethereum blockchain 
» Dedicated database 

The dedicated ETS database shall be used to store: 

» user account profiles 
» fiat payment ticket transactions 
» KYC document submissions 
» ticket state caches 

Transactional data is mainly stored in the blockchain with some in the ETS database where necessary. 
Blockchain data is viewable via standard blockchain explorers. 

The blockchain and smart contracts, with support from the dedicated ETS database, shall be used to 
track event tickets and all associated buyer transactions on an individual ticket basis 

Ownership and state related data is stored as part of the ETS smart contracts. 
 

3.3 White Paper Differences 
 

The UTIX white paper has necessarily been used to drive the analysis of the ETS. During the analysis, 
there are some differences from the UTIX white paper that have arisen. 

The software development phases as defined in this specification are different to those described in 
the white paper. 

Because of the complexity, phase 1, as described in the white paper, needs to be partitioned into at least two 

phases. 

 

3.4 Assumptions and Constraints 
 

 

Blockchain transaction updates timing is non-deterministic and too slow for real-time use. For some 
operations, caching is required. In particular, ticket validation operations shall be required to use 
additionally supplied database operations for allowing entry into an event venue. 

All cryptocurrency regulatory, KYC and legal compliance shall be performed by UTIX. 

The ETS may be subject to the EU GDPR. This mandates two levels of data sensitivity: 

» Non-personalised information 
» Personal information 

The system shall work in one base currency, e.g. USD. 
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Personal information shall be protected, minimal and stored to comply with the requirements of GDPR. 
No sensitive financial information shall be held by ETS such as customers credit-card details etc. 

The ETS shall accept payments via 3rd party providers. The preferred payment provider is Stripe. 

The user will interact with the ETS via the website alone, all blockchain complexities will be hidden. Although this is 

not recommended, in this instance, any public/private keys shall be encrypted and stored by the ETS and 

cannot be changed in this version of the ETS. 

Wherever possible, data and transaction history shall be stored in the blockchain in preference to a database. 
This automatically gives transparency and an audit trail. 
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4 Development Plan 
 

 
 

4.1 Overview 
 

Development shall be on a phased basis with these broad phases: 
 

4.1.1 Phase 1 
 

The main purpose of this phase is to implement the ETS on a sustainable development platform and 
framework. 

The main tasks are: 

» Analysis and understanding of the data and functionality 
» Determining the architecture 
» Choosing the frameworks and other components 
» Implementing the functionally of the new ETS 

o Ticket contract 
o Ticket token design 
o Web interface and database schema 
o Accepting payments in fiat currency 
o User authentication 
o Roles and permissions 
o Simplified UTIX wallet to display purchased tickets 
o Ticket verifier app 

» Testing of the ETS 
» Deployment of the ETS 
» GDPR compliance 

Individual ticket seat numbers will not be stored or visible to EOs or TBs in the first version of the ETS. 
In phase 1 there shall be a limit of 10 ticket classes per event. 

 
4.1.2 Phase 2 

 

Development of this phase shall include: 

» Mobile and iOS native wallets 
» Email notifications 
» Single Sign-On and Social Media authentication 
» Support for ticket cancellations 
» Support for cryptocurrency payments 
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4.1.3 Phase 3 
 

Development of this phase shall include features as identified by UTIX: 

» Utix token contract 
» Templates for recurring events 
» Seating plan templates 
» Allocation of seat numbers to ticket tokens 
» Full reporting framework 
» Ticket discount system or loyalty scheme using redeemable Utix tokens 
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5 Blockchain Components 
 

 
 

5.1 Smart Contracts - Phase 1 
 

Smart contracts form a major part of the blockchain development. 
 

5.1.1 Ticket Contract - New 
 

A new smart contract, 'Ticket Contract', will maintain the storage and control of: 

» event data 
» ticket class data 
» ticket data 

Tickets shall be represented as tokens conforming to the ERC-721 specification and are non-fungible. 

On event publishing: 

» an event is created with event-name, date, location 
» associated ticket classes are created with class-name, ticket price 
» associated tickets are created as tokens with owner 

On purchasing of a ticket(s) by a TB, the ticket owner is transferred to the TB. 

On re-selling of a ticket(s) by a TB, the ticket owner is transferred to the new TB. 

Tickets are valid up until the event start date and time. 

 

5.2 Smart Contracts - Phase 2 
 

The details described here are subject to change following the completion of phase 1. 
 

5.2.1 Ticket Contract - New 
 

As per phase 1 but with this additional functionality: 

On cancellation of a ticket(s) by the EO, the ticket owner is set to none. 
 

5.3 Smart Contracts - Phase 3 
 

The details described here are subject to change following the completion of phase 2. 
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5.3.1 ICO Contract - Existing 
 

Currently, the existing ICO smart contract, 'ICO contract', holds the ownership and associated balance 
of ERC-20 UTX tokens currently in circulation. The owner is identified by an Ethereum public 
address. These UTX tokens are either: 

» owned by third party owners 
» reserved as part of the reserve fund 

These tokens are fungible. 

Control and functionality of these tokens is limited to that of the ICO contract which is limited to that 
necessary for the ICO. 

Additional functionality to support using UTX tokens as part of a loyalty or reward scheme (phase 3 or 
later) will require migration into a new smart contract, which can then control of these tokens and add 
the required functionality. 

The current token owners must perform the token migration based on instructions provided 
subsequently by UTIX to a suitable contract developed in phase 1 of this project. 

 
5.3.2 UTX Contract - New 

 

A new smart contract, 'UTX contract', will maintain the pool of loyalty tokens conforming to the ERC-20 
specification. 

The additional functionality includes: 

» the movement of the loyalty tokens 
» the setting of a redeemable status 

Only when redeemable, can a loyalty token be exchanged for ticket discounts and merchandise. 

The movement of loyalty tokens is: 

» in pool 
» to EO on event creation 
» to TB on ticket purchasing 
» to merchants on redemption 
» back to the pool after redemption or for unsold tickets 

On event publishing, a number of loyalty tokens are loaned to EOs as part of the event and set as 'non- 
redeemable'. 

On purchasing of a ticket(s) by a TB, the associated loyalty token(s) is transferred to the TB and set as 
'redeemable'. 

On redemption of a loyalty token(s) by a TB, the associated loyalty token(s) is transferred to the 
merchant. 

On reconciliation of a loyalty token(s) by a merchant, the associated loyalty token(s) is transferred to 
the pool. 
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Sometime after the event, all loyalty tokens associated with unsold tickets are transferred to the pool. 
 

5.4 Custom Wallets 
 

A custom wallet is required as part of the blockchain development. 
 

5.4.1 Ticket Wallet - New 
 

A custom ETS wallet is needed to show events with the associated ticket class and ticket data fields. 

The data field formats and meanings are specific to the ETS. To display this proprietary data requires a 
custom wallet. 

The prime user of the new ETS wallet shall be the TB. 

The interface for EO to create events, ticket classes and tickets with the associated data fields is too 
complex for a wallet and is best suited to a web interface. 

The new ETS wallet shall be developed that allow the ticket contract to be accessed. 

The contract must be accessed via an API as this is where the ticket data is stored. 

For the UTX contract, in subsequent phases, given a user address, these functionalities shall be 
exposed for loyalty tokens: 

» non-redeemable balance 
» redeemable balance 

For the ticket contract, this functionality shall be made available: 

given an event date range: 

a list of events with event-name, event-location, unsold ticket count 

given a user identity: 

a list of purchased tickets with event-name, event-location, ticket class-name, ticket 
count grouped by event and ticket class 

This functionality may be developed via an event subscription method to cache event and ticket details to a 

database. 
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6 Data Model - Entities & Relationships 
 

 
 

The major business entities are identified and described in this section. 
 

6.1 Blockchain Entities - Phase 1 
 

6.1.1 Ticket Tokens 
 

Each ticket token has these logical attributes: 

» Event name 
» Event start date and time 
» Event duration 
» Event description 
» Ticket class name 
» Ticket initial price 
» Ticket currency 
» Ticket owner 
» Ticket resale minimum/maximum price 
» Is ticket available for resale 
» Is ticket cancellable by TB 
» Ticket cancellation fee 
» Ticket resale price 

 
6.1.2 EO Account 

 

An EO account is created prior to the publishing of an event. 
 

6.1.3 TB User Account 
 

A TB user account shall be created on user registration on the ETS. Each ticket purchase by a TB is able 
to be viewed by a UTIX (mobile) wallet and provides access to the tokens related to purchased tickets. 

It is the responsibility of the ETS to store the TB keys for users. 
 

6.2 Blockchain Entities - Phase 2 
 

The details described here are subject to change following the completion of phase 1. 

As per phase 1. 
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6.3 Blockchain Entities - Phase 3 
 

The details described here are subject to change following the completion of phase 2 and are subject to 
discussion and alteration. 

 
6.3.1 UTX Tokens and Ticket Tokens 

 

There is a large pool of tokens in the URF and the UTIX ICO smart contract. 

There are three token states of loyalty tokens: 

» Reserve – not allocated to an event ticket 
» Available but not redeemable – allocated to an event provider 
» Allocated, redeemable– associated with an event ticket for a live event 

The ERC20 nature of the new smart contract that will be designed to support the redeemable and non- 
redeemable loyalty tokens and will feature the following functionality: 

» obtaining the redeemable and non-redeemable loyalty token balance of a TB or EO 
» controlling the flow of non-redeemable loyalty tokens 
» understanding the distinction between redeemable and non-redeemable loyalty tokens. 

On the publishing of an event, a number of non-redeemable loyalty tokens equal to the number of 
tickets are transferred from the URF to the EO. 

On ticket purchase, a number of loyalty tokens are transferred from the EO to the TB account 
corresponding to the number of tickets bought. 

Loyalty tokens will be stored as a balance within the UTX contract and additionally divided into 
redeemable and non-redeemable tokens. 

This distinction allows redeemable tokens to be transferred, or redeemed for merchandise or 
potentially ticket discounts, whilst non-redeemable tokens are restricted in their use and serve as the 
lending mechanism to which the ETS contract handles lending of loyalty tokens to an EO. 

Tickets that are sold by an EO to a TB will transfer non-redeemable loyalty tokens to the TB and 
simultaneously set those tokens to be redeemable. In this way the EO is not able to redeem loyalty 
tokens that have been loaned to them as part of the event creation. 

To ensure compatibility with the ERC20 standard all loyalty tokens, redeemable or otherwise, will be 
represented as totalling the balance for any given address, but additionally functionality shall be 
developed to support the distinction between the two states. 

UTX tokens migrated from the ICO contract shall be set as ‘redeemable’. 
 

6.3.2 EO Account 
 

As per phase 1 but with this additional functionality. 

An EO account is loaned non-redeemable loyalty tokens upon event creation. 



 

 

 

6.3.3 TB User Account 
 

As per phase 1. 
 

6.4 Database Entities 
 

6.4.1 User 
 

» User name 
» Password 
» Email address 
» Ethereum private/public keys 
» User Role List 
» Is KYC verified 

 
6.4.2 KYC Data 

 

Zero or more KYC files uploaded per user 

» User ID 
» File 
» File type (Letter/Utility Bill, Driver’s License, Passport). 
» Date uploaded 
» Is verified 
» Verifier ID 

 
6.4.3 Transaction 

 

Zero or more transactions per user relating solely to fiat currency actions 

» User ID 
» Type (Buy, Sell, Resell, Refund) 
» Date 
» Amount 
» Payment method 

Transactions solely involving cryptocurrency will be stored as usual on the blockchain. It may be possible to 

subscribe to events emitted by the smart contract and store these in the database if desired. 

 

6.4.4 Ticket Cache 
 

» Ticket ID 
» Ticket Validator 
» Date and Time Redeemed 



 

 

 

 

6.4.5 Event Cache 
 

» Event ID 
» Location 



 

 

 

 

7 Functional Requirements - Use Cases 
 

 
 

Each user role may initiate a number of operations that are provided by the system. 
 

7.1 Actors / Roles 
 

7.1.1 Ticket buyer (TB) 
 

A user that interacts directly with the ETS or blockchain who may: 

» Search for upcoming events 
» Buy event tickets 
» Occasionally sell previously bought event tickets (if enabled by that ticket) 

This user is either mobile or resides in a home/office environment. 

Being the main customer, ease of use is paramount. 
 

7.1.2 Event Organiser (EO) 
 

A user that interacts directly with the ETS or blockchain who must: 

» Create pending events with associated tickets 
» Update the status, price etc of live event tickets 

This user resides in an office environment and must be a pre-approved user. 
 

7.1.3 Ticket Verifier (TV) 
 

A user that interacts directly with the ETS and blockchain who must verify that the ticket as presented is 
valid 

This user resides in an event entry control environment and must be a pre-approved user on an event 
basis. 

Being the main event gatekeeper, under time pressure, ticket verification ease of use and speed is 
paramount. 

 
7.1.4 System Administrator (SA) 

 

A user that interacts directly with ETS with all the rights of all other users who may: 

» Approve EOs 
» Approve TVs 

This user resides in an office environment. 



 

 

 

 
 

7.2 User Operations - Phase 1 
 

7.2.1 EO – Create EO Account 
 

EO shall register on the ETS and shall be provided with a generated Ethereum public/private key. 

To acquire permissions to create events, the EO shall complete steps required by the KYC process and 
await approval from a SA before the EO can create events. 

 
7.2.2 EO – Upload KYC Documents 

 

The EO shall upload documents to verify identity and proof of address as part of the UTIX KYC 
requirements. Documents shall be stored according to appropriate legislations, e.g. GDPR. 

Documents such as scans of passport/proof of address will be allowed to be uploaded and a process in 
place to ensure these documents are reviewed and stored according to appropriate GDPR legislation. 

The EO shall be required to sign in or register for a new account on the ETS prior to completing the KYC 
process. 

 
7.2.3 SA – Approve EO Account 

 

The SA shall review each KYC request issued by each EO and carry out KYC obligations to verify and 
permit EO access to create events. 

 
7.2.4 EO – Create / Update Events & Ticket Classes 

 

If approved following the KYC process, the EO shall create events as per the full specification of an 
event. 

The EO shall be required to sign in to the ETS with an existing EO approved account prior to creating 
and updating events and ticket classes. 

 
7.2.5 EO – Update Live Event Ticket Allocations 

 

To be determined in phase 2. 

The EO shall be required to sign in to the ETS with an existing EO approved account prior to updating 
ticket allocations. 

 
7.2.6 TB – Search Upcoming Events 

 

Upcoming events with available tickets can be searched by a number of criteria: 

» Dates 
» Event Name 
» Location 

On navigation to: 



 

 

 

 

ETS > event search 

The system shall show the ‘Events Search Page’ with these fields: 

» Event name 
» Date range 
» Location 

On populating the search form and clicking ‘Find Events’, the system shall show the ‘Events List’ page 
and search upcoming events based on: 

 

Search Criteria Search Action 

event name a wild-card search of all event names 

date range events between the date range 

location events based in a location 

The event list page shows each event with these fields: 

» Event name 
» Event date 
» Event location 
» Event type 
» Unsold ticket count 
in event date order. 

7.2.7 TB – View Event Ticket Info - Availability, Class, Prices etc 
 

On navigation to: 

ETS > Event Search > Event List > [event-x] > show tickets 

The system shows the ‘Event Ticket Details’ page with a heading for the selected event with these fields: 

» Event name 
» Event date 
» Event type 
» Location 

and a list of ticket classes for the selected event with these fields: 

» ticket class name 
» ticket price 
» unsold ticket count 

 
7.2.8 TB – Purchase Tickets 

 

On ‘Live Event’ > ‘Purchase Tickets’, the TB is presented with a checkout page to validate in order to 
purchase a ticket. 



 

 

 

 

The TB shall be required to sign in or register for a new account on the ETS prior to completing the 
checkout process. 

The form shall display the following: 

» Ticket class 
» Number of tickets. 
» Unit price 
» Total amount payable 

A choice of payment methods shall be presented for the TB to select from. 

On confirming the purchase: 

» the transaction is authorised and payment is taken from their funding source 
» EO sales earnings balance is updated. 
» the ticket is assigned ownership to the TB. 

 
7.2.9 TB – View Ticket Transactions 

 

A list of ticket purchases displayed, listing dates, event and prices paid. 

The TB shall be required to sign in to the ETS prior to viewing ticket transactions. 
 

7.2.10 TB – Cancel Tickets 
 

To be determined in phase 2. 

The TB shall be required to sign in to the ETS prior to cancelling any previously purchased tickets. 
 

7.2.11 EO/SA - Cancel Tickets 
 

To be determined in phase 2. 

The EO or SA shall be required to sign in to the ETS and have appropriate permissions prior to 
cancelling tickets owned by a TB. 

 
7.2.12 TB – Resell Tickets 

 

Tickets may be put up for sale between a minimum and maximum price, governed by the EO. Payment 
will be made to the TB account upon re-purchase. 

Tickets available for resale are placed in the event’s resale data area on the blockchain and may be 
moved out upon cancellation by the original TB. 

A decision shall be made as to the full details of the refund process. The value the ticket is sold for will 
be added to the TB account balance. Functionality to withdraw this will be discussed with Utix. 

It is not generally possible to reverse a credit card charge for more than the original transaction value. There 

is significant complexity in ticket resales concerning batched ticket purchases at various different resale price 

ranges. It is recommended that withdrawal of TB funds is deferred until phase 2. 



To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 

 

 

 

 

The TB shall be required to sign in to the ETS prior to reselling any previously purchased tickets. 
 

7.2.13 EO – Cancel Live Event 
 

To be determined in phase 2. 

There are significant difficulties in refunding potentially thousands of blockchain addresses in a standard 

way. From a blockchain perspective, this process should mark the event as cancelled and subsequently notify 

the user via an external source (or convey this information on the TB wallet application), allowing them to 

withdraw the funds as opposed to the ETS proactively sending refunds. However, this action is complicated 

with the introduction of fiat currency transactions. 

The EO shall be required to sign in to the ETS prior to cancelling a live event. 
 

7.2.14 TV – Validate Presented Tickets 
 

A TV will validate tickets on entry by scanning a QR code or similar presented by the UTIX wallet owned by the TB. This 

will be managed by the TV application in conjunction with the ETS database which tracks immediate ticket 

usage. 

Tickets are only valid for the event specified, during a particular time-frame (suggested 2 hours prior to 

event start) and on presentation, the TV will submit a ticket number to the ETS database to validate 
ticket entry and thus avoid copies of the wallet presenting the same ticket at a later point. 

Tickets are assumed expired after use or upon event completion. 
 

7.2.15 EO – Withdraw funds from ticket sales 
 

The EO can view their sales earnings balance and can request a pay-out of the earnings accrued from 
ticket sales. 

Upon requesting funds, the SA users shall be notified to review the request and approve. 

The EO shall be required to sign in to the ETS prior to requesting funds from ticket sales. 

7.2.16 SA - Approve or Reject EO Request for Sales Withdrawal 
 

SAs shall be notified of EO requests for funds withdrawal. 

If approved, Utix shall carry out the financial transaction outside of the ETS. The ETS will reflect the 
revised balance. 

If rejected, Utix shall mark the request as rejected with a comment. 
 

7.3 User Operations - Phase 2 
 

7.3.1 EO – Create EO Account 



To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 

 

 

 

 

7.3.2 EO - Upload KYC Documents 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.3 SA – Approve EO Account 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.4 EO – Create / Update Events & Ticket Classes 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.5 EO – Update Live Event Ticket Allocations 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.6 TB – Search Upcoming Events 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.7 TB – View Event Ticket Info - Availability, Class, Prices etc 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.8 TB – Purchase Tickets 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 

The TB shall also have the option to purchase tickets using cryptocurrencies. 
 

7.3.9 TB - View Ticket Transactions 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.10 TB – Cancel Tickets 
 

If available for cancellation, the TB may return the ticket for a cancellation fee. The ticket is unassigned 
the owner. A partial refund will be issued made up of the ticket price less the cancellation fee. 

 
7.3.11 EO/SA – Cancel Tickets 

 

The SA or EO has the right to cancel tickets following a payment dispute or other activity that renders 
the terms and conditions of the ticket void. If applicable, refunds will be actioned. 

 
7.3.12 TB – Resell Tickets 



 

 

 

 

7.3.13 EO – Cancel Live Event 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.14 TV – Validate Presented Tickets 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.15 EO – Withdraw funds from ticket sales 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.3.16 SA - Approve or Reject EO Request for Sales Withdrawal 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 
 

7.4 User Operations - Phase 3 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phases 1 and 2. 
 

7.4.1 EO – Create / Update Events & Ticket Classes 
 

Will include the ability to develop ticket seating allocations. Also include the ability to delay the ability to 
purchase tickets to an event based on time or Ethereum block number. 

» A batch of non-redeemable UTX tokens equal to the number of available tickets is transferred from 
the UTIX pool to the EO event account 

» Tickets are generated with the ticket fields 
 

7.5 System Operations – Phase 1 
 

7.5.1 ETS – Completion of Live Event 
 

At a determined interval after the conclusion of an event, the event will be automatically marked as 
completed. 

 

7.6 System Operations – Phase 2 
 

7.6.1 ETS – Completion of Live Event 
 

To be determined based on feedback and testing of phase 1. 



 

 

 

 

8 Business Rules 
 

 
 

As ETS is a transaction system, there must be certain business rules in order to guarantee the integrity 
of the data. 

Further business rules shall be fully specified following feedback to questions. 



 

9 Deployments 

 

 

 
 

 

9.1 Phase 1 
 

 

User Smart-phone App Web Site App 

TB Y (UTIX Wallet) Y 

EO N Y 

TV Y Y 

SA N Y 



 

 

 

 

10 Non-Functional Requirements 
 
 

10.1 QCD Triangle 
 

For any project, there must be trade-offs and priorities given to the QCD triangle. 

For ETS, the QCD is in this order of priority: 

» Quality 
» Delivery 
» Cost 

 

10.2 Quality Measures – High Priority 
 

10.2.1 Ease of use by front line users 
 

The system shall be designed with good user experience with priority given to the design of the TB and 
TV experience, followed by EO event creation and publication. 

 
10.2.2 Structure & Integrity of data 

 

Event and ticket data will be stored in the smart contracts on the blockchain. 

Data that cannot be stored on the blockchain (e.g. KYC submitted documents, event images etc) will be 
stored in a database, accessible via a secure API. 

EO and TB roles will be identifiable from their Ethereum account public address and associated 
ownership rights configured via the smart contract. 

All communication between the web application and APIs will occur across SSL/TLS connections. 
 

10.2.3 Reliability 
 

The web application should be deployed to at least one web server behind a reverse proxy (e.g. 
Cloudflare) that will provide caching and performance features, supplied by the Utix team. 

 
10.2.4 Maintainability 

 

All source code shall be commented appropriately and maintained in a private version control system. 
Providing a Support Package has been agreed, any bugs raised by end users or the Utix team shall be 
addressed depending on the terms of the support package agreed. 

 
10.2.5 Data Standards Compliance 

 

Any data gathered as part of KYC or otherwise, will require Utix to prepare appropriate Privacy Policies 
to comply with GDPR. 



 

 

 

 
 

10.3 Quality Measures – Medium Priority 
 

10.3.1 Security 
 

All HTTP requests and responses, between web apps, mobile apps and APIs must pass through secure 
SSL/TLS connections. 

A CORS policy must be put in place to prevent JavaScript from making requests to resources on a 
different domain. 

The apps must use appropriate measures to prevent CSRF (Cross-site request forgery) attacks. 
 

10.3.2 Performance 
 

All code must be built/compiled or minified as appropriate to increase performance. 

Web apps accessible from a web browser should be placed behind a reverse proxy that provides 
caching 

 

10.4 Quality Measures – Low Priority 
 

10.4.1 Scalability 
 

The ETS shall be made as scalable as possible. There are inherent performance constraints that are 

imposed by the blockchain. 

 

10.4.2 Graphics & Look & feel 
 

Phase 1: The layout design and elements shall use the standard components offered by the front-end 
framework platform. 

Phase 2: The UI/UX designs provided by the Utix designer shall be incorporated. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

11 Appendix A – Supplementary Notes 
 

 
 

11.1 Architecture 
 

 

 

 

NOTE: This diagram is not representative of phase 1, but is a conceptual vision of the entire system. 



 

 

 

 
 

11.2 Entity Relationship 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


